
Housing Delivery Test
Action Plan

Note local planning authorities are advised to reflect on the form and function
of a locally derived Action Plan and adopt a proportionate and appropriate

approach in light of local needs and circumstances. This template is intended
to provide an initial guide to an approach, and not all elements of this

template may be relevant or appropriate in all circumstances

Local Authority: _____________________________________________

Date produced: _____________________________________________



1. Introduction
A short summary of the background to this document. This could include commentary
relating to the following:

 The background & why this has been prepared
 The purpose, objectives and status of the document
 The relationship to other plans/strategies and related Council activities & priorities
 The approach taken to preparing this document, including the methodology,

processes taken and any approvals
 The scope of the report (chapters/content). This template currently includes

sections relating to:
o Local Housing Market Delivery & analysis
o Review of key issues & challenges
o Actions & Responses
o Management & Monitoring Arrangements



2.Housing Delivery Analysis
A short summary of the local housing market and delivery context. This could include
commentary relating to the following:

 The planning context including local plan status, approach to growth, etc
 Current housing supply needs & delivery rates;
 The nature and composition of the local housing market including for example any

quantifiable data in respect of the numbers and types of housing sites;
 An overview of the typologies of sites/development activity across the local area,

such as the extent of urban/rural, greenfield/brownfield, town/village development
 Issues relating to development costs, values and viability
 Issues relating to infrastructure planning, funding and delivery including the

relationship with housing supply;
 Summary of overall root Cause analysis to set out key delivery issues, challenges,

problems and weaknesses, potentially to review issues across key strategic
sites/areas and by development typologies.



3.Key Actions & Responses
A summary of the key actions and responses. This could include commentary relating to
the following:

 Commentary to link the previous analysis & root cause assessment with the scope
of potential responses;

 Overview of key roles & responsibilities;
 Overview of actions and interventions including:

o What the actions are;
o How they will be implemented;
o By whom;
o By when.

 The information could be presented aligned to specific sites/areas/typologies as
considered appropriate in a local context.



4. Project management and monitoring arrangements
Details of how the actions set out in the Action Plan will be implemented, managed and
monitored, including any relevant reporting arrangements. This should also set up a
process for reviewing the Action Plan over time, aligned as a minimum to the annual
Housing Delivery Test results being published.


